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Abstract
In her fascinating but frustrating new book, Very Important People: Status and Beauty in the Global Party Circuit, American
sociologist, Ashley Mears (2020) offers both academic and mainstream readers a titillating, cross‐over tour around the
“cool” nightclub and party scene of the “global elite.” It is perhaps not so much global, however, as American, in the sense
of the heteropatriarchal, middle‐aged, male, working rich of America (or more precisely of its financial capital New York),
jetting into their traditional party hotspots of Miami, Saint‐Tropez, or the French Riviera, to party with young women who
are (indirectly) paid (in‐kind) to pose with them. Whether intentional or unintentional, along the way Mears also offers a
dark mirror to the fears and fantasies of a rather lost millennial generation, raised in a new media, image age, which has
coupled fast and furious performative excess to old fashioned sexual objectification, in the guise of fun and empowerment
for the beautiful people.
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1. Introduction

If you were raised by television (not the internet), as part
of the generation or demographic group widely known
as “X,” you might think you know something already
about the glamourous “global party circuit,” as you grew
up, after all, watching postmodern television programs
like Miami Vice or Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.
Perhaps you have seen the wonderful film Casino and
think you know something already about the murky
world of “whales”—or big spending high rollers—and
the well‐dressed women who float around them. In this
assumption, reader, you would be wrong. Worse still,
you might be revealing not only how old you are, but
how ordinary, working‐class, and unattractive you would
be, seen through the (internalized) male gaze of the new
“global elite” of richmen and youngwomen documented
inVery Important People: Status and Beauty in the Global

Party Circuit (Mears, 2020). This iswherewe get to a core,
commercial selling point and point of difference of this
book, as well as the powerful (not so secret) weapon of
its academic research methodology; the author Ashley
Mears is not only a successful academic, but a former
fashion model who is invited into the inner workings
of the murky, man’s world of nightlife impresarios and
thus can provide an “insider” perspective on this closed,
youth (sub)culture.

As Mears (2020, p. 247) herself points out, she uses
her own “bodily capital” to solve the research access
problem known as “studying up.” To put it simply, Ashley
is already “up” in the eyes of the male nightlife power
brokers andwealthy whales because she is able to “pass”
as a fashion model and thus can study her subjects at
close range in the clubs, while simultaneously tapping
sociological observations and field notes into her smart‐
phone. Mears is doing important and timely work in the
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field of sociology, by laying bare the precarious “work‐
ing” lives of millennials, as she traces the exploits of
nightlife or party players in an influential social milieu
which would presumably be invisible or closed to less
attractive or less well‐connected ethnographers.

Offering an educated but insider commentary on
such interesting or “juicy” content as the lifestyles of
the heteropatriarchal super‐rich, and those who feed off
them, this book is almost certain to attract more media
attention and popular success. From a more critical,
feminist standpoint, however, the strength of the book
could also suggest a weakness. So immersed is Mears
at times in this culture, so understanding and sympa‐
thetic the portrayals of its male players, you do wonder
at times if she has drunk the Cristal Kool‐Aid. Moreover,
the book would have benefited from more critical and
feminist informed analysis of how these moonlighting
female fashion model “elites” might be empowered and
entrapped at the same time—especially in the context of
this #MeToo historical moment and in light of recent rev‐
elations of sexual misconduct and ritual humiliation of
models in the fashion industry. It would have been inter‐
esting to explore more the risks of betting on beauty cap‐
ital in the culture industries—especially in light of how
predatory and abusive these industries can apparently
be for some.

2. Gangster Capitalism: Whales or Sharks?

I am happy to admit, as a reader with an interest in
gender studies, I couldn’t put this book down; but that
was mostly because I was waiting for the author to crit‐
ically deconstruct the identity narratives and justifica‐
tions of some of the fashion models—and the nightclub
promoters who apparently recruit and use them. I will
also admit I wanted to see hermore enthusiastically “har‐
poon” the billionaire whales, who seemed to me not
much more complicated than the entitled, judgmental,
middle‐aged, ruling class men who you might actually
expect to rise to the top of the real estate or finance
industries in these ruthlessly competitive, deregulated,
neoliberal times. Spoiler alert: this doesn’t happen in
the end. In fact, I was left with the impression Mears
had much less research access to the true, big, swing‐
ing power‐brokers of this status hierarchy than shemight
have liked.

We receive comparatively more access to the appar‐
ently lower‐ranking, more multicultural males of this
shadowy scene, the nightclub promoters, who are per‐
haps mere whale wannabes, but hardly members of
the ruling “elite.” The apparent protestation of the fash‐
ion models, that what they do (essentially selling their
appearance to rich, older men in exchange for gifts and
luxury experiences) is new and has nothing in common
with the work of high class “call girls,” doesn’t always
ring true—in fact, it sounded like yet another way priv‐
ileged “beauty elite” types may rank and judge other
women, through the lens of internalized misogyny. Also,

it is still not clear how this new gendered nightlife econ‐
omy is so different from the traditional strip clubwherein
men may bond and network while gazing upon the bod‐
ies of young women (for a price). Presumably, the glam‐
ourous fashion model types would make the distinction
that strippers are lower status, lower‐class females on
the body capital circuit—and this would be of course yet
another class‐based assumption about taste and style
which deserved further critical interrogation.

3. Hustle Culture: Leisure as Work

Some of the scenes from this book reminded me of the
2019 Hollywood film Hustlers. Almost all the VIP play‐
ers in this book, from the “girls” to the nightclub pro‐
moters, come across as entrepreneurial “hustlers” trying
rather desperately to make it in a ruthless, deregulated,
hyper‐competitive “hustle” economy of advanced capi‐
talism. You could argue, of course, that the young people
described here are just trying their best tomake it in hard
times, or secure some upward social mobility, in an inher‐
ently unequal and unfair system, by any shady means
necessary. Feminists should be warned, however, that
some of the scenes described in this book will leave you
feeling enraged at the blatant sexism and classismon this
“elite” party circuit, which is really only “global” in the
sense that it is obviously facilitated by global finance and
the unfettered mobility of wealthy men and their money.

Moreover, if these players are really so powerful
and “elite” why, well may you ask, are they so mani‐
festly desperate to be seen, to be recognized as wor‐
thy, that they must pay for it by purchasing luxury expe‐
riences of social positioning—and how is this different
fromwhat lonely people have always done? This suppos‐
edly glamourous and exciting nightlife economy is also
rife with old‐fashioned misogyny (including internalized
misogyny) as Mears (2020, p. 23) relays: “To describe a
club that was perceived as lower quality, one promoter
flatly stated: ‘The girls were fat.’ ” Mears freely observes
that fashion models are at the top of this hierarchy of
female bodies, while women who do not meet the cri‐
teria of male clients and promoters are not only denied
entry but dismissed as “worthless and contaminating.”
Moreover, Mears (2020, p. 147) observes: “Part of the
fun is getting to join a world that excludes and deval‐
ues others.”

At the risk of sounding like a sore loser in the
beauty stakes, I have to say that standing around in high
heels all night, at the behest of wealthy, middle‐aged
strangers, holding out hope for a free dinner or a lux‐
ury handbag, doesn’t actually sound very glamourous
or fun to me. Surely these well‐educated and empow‐
ered young women, of the so‐called millennial genera‐
tion, value themselvesmore highly—or perhaps they are
only making the best of the fewer financial opportuni‐
ties available to them than previous generations, pursu‐
ing (post)modern, postfeminist, neoliberal fantasies of
easy money and fast upward mobility. If permitted an
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autoethnographic note of my own, I will add that as a
young woman I too, went out nightclubbing two to three
nights a week (albeit in a far‐flung working‐class town
of regional Australia, not in the world’s financial capital)
and routinely received free entry, free drinks, and free
meals—but we were there to dance and romance other
working‐class people, not to facilitate, the illusion of, per‐
formative wealth and upward social mobility.

I suspect what has occurred since is a generational,
as well as socio‐cultural, shift around young people and
youth culture wherein leisure is remade as work and
social life becomes increasingly transactional as part of
a growing “hustle” economy. Hence, what I found most
fascinating about this important bookwaswhat it reveals
indirectly about the collective cultural anxieties of the
millennial generation; the fear of being overlooked, not
important or invisible, against a wider cultural backdrop
of cold, hard competition, and individualism. No one
in this sexualized, status‐obsessed business (think more
“hunger games” than “global party”) appears “innocent,”
but it is a cultural trend which academics, parents, and
teachers, should certainly be reading and talking about.

4. Millennial Media Landscape

What is really new about this material is also what
makes it characteristically millennial: The intersections
of (micro)celebrity, performative identity construction,
and the new networking and communication technolo‐
gies of social media that grease the wheels of this
global party economy. Mears makes little mention, how‐
ever, of the wider generational shifts or millennial
media landscape, despite explaining how Facebook is
used in her own research methodology to make the
right connections.

The book would have benefited from further discus‐
sion of how internet examples of do‐it‐yourself celebrity
or micro‐celebrity have facilitated and obviously fed
into this narcissistic cultural obsession with being seen,
and seen with, the “right” people, via internet‐enabled
mobile communication technologies. Paris Hilton gets a
passing mention as a “pioneer in paid club appearances
who created her own celebrity through the VIP scene”
(Mears, 2020, p. 25), although I would have liked more
exploration of how celebrity paid appearances intersect
with the global elite party scene, how socialmedia is inte‐
gral to this party scene and also some recognition of how
and why monetizing this kind of leisure as work is more
difficult than it first appears for most young women.

Taking the wider view, we might also note that
academia too, is after all, an increasingly competitive
“hustle” culture, wherein academics must not only pub‐
lish, but stand out and be “seen” and self‐promote
through (new) media to survive—and wherein young
people must be attracted, recruited, and absorbed into
the ever‐growing information economy by (corporatized
and marketized) institutions. I would have liked to see
more critical commentary on this broader gendered

political landscape of “hustle” neoliberalism in theMears
book. Feminism as a theoretical framework is surpris‐
ingly absent from most of this book, which is essentially
about young women turning their beauty into a com‐
modity to be traded on the nightlife and party scene.
Instead of building on feminist works, Mears seems to
rely most heavily on the seminal work of the French
sociologist Bourdieu, especially his most influential work
on distinction and judgments of taste, which was pub‐
lished in the 1970s and the 1980s. But if we are going
right back to the 1970s era, it would have been very
interesting to connect with the classic British post‐war
sociology and ethnography of youth cultures captured in
classic works like Resistance Through Rituals, if only to
demonstrate just howmuch youth culture—and the aca‐
demic engagement with it—has changed so dramatically
over the past 50 years. Certainly, the romantic youth cul‐
ture as resistance thesis is completely overturned by the
rather ruthless, sell‐out culture Mears lovingly and thor‐
oughly documents—there is no place for romanticism of
any kind, it seems, among the global party people and
those who follow them.

If, like me, you have spent your working life teach‐
ing and supportingworking class andmarginalised young
people, it is hard not to feel a little depressed by the
stratified, ruthless world of “Very Important People” and
even a little lost nostalgia for the naïve optimismof youth
and the old‐school youth studies of previous generations.
TheMears book is one long, hard look at a contemporary
youth subculture of young women and men who are not
resisting or speaking back to power, but rather strategi‐
cally playing up to it, in exchange for a (temporary) status
bump thrill and other luxury experiences.

This is an important, well‐researched book that
deserves its popular and academic success—I can’t say,
however, it left me feeling very optimistic. It made
me feel almost sad for these tall, thin, beautiful young
women who are apparently so desperate to be seen as
somebody important (VIPs), that they will waste their
youth hanging around a bunch of entitled, middle‐aged
bankers and stockbrokers—and even sadder for the “fat”
friends who are apparently humiliated and dumped out‐
side the exclusive club. As a Generation Xer it made
me want to listen to Nirvana or The Smiths, reflect on
progress, or the lack of it, and perhaps just have a good
cry—cry even for the beautiful people, trapped in their
gilded cages.
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